UNIFIED THREAT MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS:












Next-Gen Firewall is the first line of defense against intrusions and other network threats. Industry-leading
traffic shaping technology analyzes network flow and enforces access control policies to allow important
applications first access to the Internet.
Best-in-class Intrusion Detection and Prevention provides real-time protection from network and application
attacks.
Content Filtering enables the users of your network to enjoy the benefits of the Internet while remaining
protected from inappropriate or harmful content.
Anti-Malware and Virus Protection minimizes network disruptions by stopping unwanted malware and viruses
before they reach your network. Anti-phishing protection identifies and blocks attempts to steal sensitive
information.
Interactive Reports help network admins monitor attacks, viruses, and more, as well as identify attack sources
and patterns.
Application Control protects by blocking or restricting access to risky applications. Intelligence is delivered
from industry-leading vulnerability research organization Forti Guard labs.
Business Grade WIFI – Provide the most reliable and secure WIFI network for your employees and customers.
Prevent rogue access points from unauthorized access to your network and give consistent experience for
employees with an even distribution of bandwidth during peak times.
Web filtering and content control to block and/or allow specific IP addresses and file signatures.

Norstar can get you set up with the right security intelligence based on
global visibility across multiple network layers. This is essential to helping
you identify and defend against threats.

Protect your WAN with an advanced firewall
Norstar’s security systems are designed to future-proof your business by protecting your network and monitoring your
network devices. Threats can compromise your important data and sensitive information, causing
aa harm to your
business’ bottom line. Our solutions allow your organization to progress and maintain a positive reputation without
worrying about your system’s health and well being. Our monitoring systems identify and eliminate potential threats,

and work with other security functions to neutralize any issues, making sure they mind their own business–and stay out
of yours.
We understand that you rely on your data to be accurate, confidential, secure and available. Our IT experts will help you
keep it that way with security products and services tailored to meet your specific needs.

BENEFITS:
Eliminate Capital Expenses: There’s no need to invest in premise-based firewall equipment or staff security experts,
with our cloud-based firewall, you cut operational expenses and improve network protection.

Productivity & Performance: You assert greater control through user-based policy implementation to prevent
unauthorized access to malicious applications, file sharing and social media platforms.

Expert Assistance: Our security experts are available to assist in deployment and maintenance of your Cloud Firewall
Service and our Security Operations Center monitors your network.

Prevent Data Loss: Your data is no longer confined to the four walls of your data center. Our cloud-based
service protects your data from unauthorized or malicious access. Eliminate threats before they happen with dedicated,
ongoing multi-layer threat detection and immediate response.

Application Visibility and Control: With our service, you have flexibility and control to view and block application
usage and you set alerts based on applications and user-based policies.

Secure Web Portal: Conveniently modify Cloud Firewall Service security policies from anywhere and at any time with
our secure web portal.

Stop harmful content from ever touching your network. A cloud-based managed firewall
from Norstar ensures that threats are stopped cold before they even get close to your wide
area network.

Features:
 Promptly and proactively respond to issues and anomalies as they arise.
 Block Unwanted Traffic, help free up bandwidth for legitimate business traffic.
 Stay apprised of new threats and vulnerabilities automatically with the latest web filtering and anti-virus
signatures.
 Peace-of-mind firewall protection with a multi-layered solution tailored to your business needs.











Unprecedented security and value.
24/7 firewall management and monitoring.
Constant upgrades and virtual patches so you always have the latest defense.
Proficient engineers to maintain your firewall, collect diagnostic data, and troubleshoot.
Comprehensive Configuration and Reporting.
Easy, quick deployment.
Incremental implementation.
No upfront fees for costly firewall and networking equipment.
Efficiencies in network infrastructure saves capital and operating expenses.
 Total security - completely protect yourself from online dangers with 24/7 protection and support.

Protecting Your Network On All Fronts

We take security seriously
 Minimize risk and protect your business’s mission-critical information.
 You have access to dedicated certified security analysts with deep security
expertise.

 Backed by industry-best security technologies and a 24/7 team of security experts, your
network, servers and applications are protected from every angle.
 Gartner estimates worldwide security spend to reach $124 billion next year (up nearly 30%
from 2018).
 Protect your users' online experience and access to the Internet, the cloud and your business
applications with our cybersecurity solutions.

Firewall as a network security system acts as the first line of defense in
protecting the users against inappropriate and harmful web content.

Our security solution is custom-engineered for your business with 24/7
monitoring, alerts, and support.

Or Call Customer Service 1-888-755-4589

